
Perth Inner City Youth Service (PICYS) is committed to

working with young people in a non-judgemental and

holistic way that fosters a belief in empowerment, integrity

and collaboration, which provides a safe and secure

environment. Historically, PICYS has worked with "hard to

reach" clients. These are often the clients that have not

been accepted by other services, as they are deemed too

difficult to manage. PICYS therefore targets young people

who have long histories of homelessness, who will require

ongoing support over the long term and who have a number

of presenting, complex issues such as mental health,

criminal behaviour, drug use and young people with diverse

sexuality and/or gender. 

On 12 May, twelve enthusiastic and passionate volunteers

from Woodside's Human Resources Team dedicated their 

 Wednesday to volunteer at PICYS. As the team arrived,

they were greeted by Andrew Hall, who is the Executive

Officer of PICYS. 

The purpose of this volunteering event was getting to know

the young people at PICYS whilst doing backyard

gardening activities. The team was split into small groups,

called PICYlettes, which are named in PICYS rainbow

colours: Red, Yellow, Green, Blue and Magenta

GARDENING BLITZ 
AND BONDING AT PICYS

"Meeting the young people 
at PICYS" 

 
"Being able to speak and bond 

with the young people"
 

"Connecting with so many 
amazing people"

 
"Learning about the 

work PICYS does"
 

"Getting to know all the folks at
PICYS, they were all such 

lovely cool people"



View all photos
from the day here

Each Woodside group will have at least one PICYS young

people. The activities for each group was to work on a

gardening task at the property, whilst interacting with each

other. An interesting question that each group had to ask

one another was what was each person's social justice or

human rights passions. Acceptance, being inclusive and

anti-discrimination were the common human right passions

shared within the team. 

Just before lunch, the team did an incredible job with their

gardening tasks. All the weeds were pulled out, trees were

pruned and it is now a breathable backyard. What a

transformation! The team was treated with Subway for

lunch and interesting conservations were shared. During

lunch, some teams shared their team working song, which

was fantastic. After lunch, some team members had the

opportunity to show their creative skills, where they painted

a mural at PICYS music room. 

As the day wrapped up, a group photo was captured for

National Volunteer Week, where the team did a "Wave Your

Appreciation" acknowledging the contribution of volunteers

to the community. Massive thank you to this Woodside team

for their assistance, help and support. 

https://flic.kr/s/aHsmVBVHiL

